Questions of “change” or “transformation” are longstanding preoccupations of both political science and climate change scholarship. Yet, the two fields largely occupy independent epistemological, normative, and ontological spaces that have led to misunderstandings, mutual criticisms, and a lack of serious engagement on these questions. In this talk, I will address understandings of change and transformation relevant to both fields and suggest a productive epistemological shift for analyzing and normatively engaging with change in the face of uncertainty. I then propose a more policy relevant and forward-looking scholarship that moves from explaining change to identifying causal logics and dynamic processes that can reinforce or undermine change. To illustrate these arguments in action, I examine politicization of target setting in the Paris Agreement that produced major change, the transformative potential – and risk of “false change” – of “net zero” policies, and implications of the argument for securitization theory and anticipatory and just governance of existential global threats.
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